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Abstract 
If x is a vertex of a tree T of radius r, if k and 1 are integers, if 0 < k < r, 0 < I < r, and if P is 
an L-path with one end at x, then define /3(x; k,P) to be the number of vertices of T that are 
reachable from x via the l-path P and that are outside of the k-ball about x. That is, 
fl(x; k, P) = 1 (y E V( T ): y is reachable from x via P, d(x, y) > k} I. Define the k-ball l-path branch 
weight of x, denoted fi(x; k, l), to be max{fl(x; k, P): P an l-path with one end at x}, and define 
the k-ball l-path branch weight centroid of T, denoted B(T; k, I), to be the set {x E V(T ): 
p(x; k, 1) < p(y; k, I), y E V( T )}. This two-parameter family of central sets in T includes the 
one-parameter family of central sets called the k-nuclei introduced by Slater (198 1) which has 
been shown to be the one parameter family of central sets called the k-branch weight centroids 
by Zaw Win (1993). It also includes the one-parameter family of central sets called the k-ball 
branch weight centroid introduced by Reid (1991). In particular, this new family contains the 
classical central sets, the center and the median (which Zelinka (1968) showed is the ordinary 
branch weight centroid). The sets obtained for particular values of k and 1 are examined, and it 
is shown that for many values they consist of one vertex or two adjacent vertices. 
1. Introduction 
If x is a vertex in a tree T, the eccentricity of x, denoted e(x), is the integer 
max {d(x, y): ye V(T )}, the radius of T, denoted r(T ), is the integer min (e(x): 
x E V(T )}, and the diameter of T, denoted dia(T ), is the integer max {e(x): x E V(T )}. 
The center of T, denoted C(T ), is the set {x: e(x) = r(T )). The distance of‘x, denoted 
s(x), is the sum x{d(x, y): YE V(T )}, and the median of T, denoted M(T ), is the set 
{XE V(T ): s(x) < s(y), YE V’(T ,>. 
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In the language of location of facility theory, the central set C(T ) is central with 
respect to minimizing the worst response time for an emergency facility, and the 
central set M(T ) is central with respect to minimizing the total delivery distance for 
a supply location. See [4,7] for discussions on facility location theory. The two central 
sets C( T ) and M( T ) might be the same set, as can be seen by a path of odd length. Or 
they may be arbitrarily far apart as can be seen by the tree with 4m + 3 vertices 
obtained from K(l, 2m + 2), the complete bipartite graph with partite sets of cardi- 
nalities 1 and 2m + 1, by subdividing one edge with 2m new internal vertices; the 
vertex of degree 2m + 2 is the only vertex in M( T ), and the vertex of distance m from 
the vertex of degree 2m + 2 is the only vertex in C(T ). 
If x is a vertex in a tree T, the branch weight ofx, denoted b(x), is the number of 
vertices in a largest component of T\x (equivalently, the maximum number of edges 
in a maximal subtree of T having x as an end vertex). The branch weight centroid of 
T is the set {x E V(T ): b(x) d b(y), y E V(T )}. The branch weight centroid and the 
center were introduced by Jordan [6] in 1869, who showed that each consists of 
a single vertex or two adjacent vertices. In 1877, Cayley [l] was under the impression 
that Sylvester had discovered centers, but Sylvester [ 151 stated in 1873 and again [ 161 
in 1882 that centers were discovered by Jordan. In 1962, Ore [S] presented, without 
comment, the concept of the median. In 1968, Zelinka [18] proved that in a tree the 
branch weight centroid and the median are the same set. 
Many other central sets of vertices in trees (and other graphs) have been studied. 
They include the cutting center [S], the accretion center [12], the k-center and 
the k-median [3], the S-center and S-median and S-branch weight centroid (where 
S is a subset of vertices) [13], the C-center and C-median and C-branch weight 
centroid (where C is a set of subtrees) [12], the path center and the path median 
(core) and the path centroid (spine) [14], and several one parameter families of 
central sets including the k-centrum [lo], the k-nucleus [ll], the k-branch weight 
centroid [17], and the k-ball branch weight centroid [9]. This paper introduces 
a two-parameter family of central sets that includes, as special cases, the last 
three one-parameter families listed. Some properties of these new sets are also 
discussed. 
2. The k-nucleus and the k-branch weight centroid 
Let k be an integer, 0 < k d dia(T ), where dia(T ) denotes the diameter of T. The 
ball of radius k about the vertex x of a tree T, denoted B(x; k) and abbreviated as the 
k-ball about x, is the set of vertices of distance no more than k from x, i.e. 
B(x; k) = {y E V(T ): d(x, y) < k}. The k-bull about a set S of vertices of a tree T is the 
union of the k-balls about each vertex in S, i.e., u {B(x; k): x E S}. The distance between 
a vertex x and a subset of vertices S, denoted d(x, S), is the integer min {d(x, y)j y E S>. 
The k-distance of x, denoted s(x; k), is the integer C{d(y, B(x; k)): YE V(T )>, and the 
k-nucleus of T, denoted M(T; k), is the set {XE V(T ): s(x; k) < s(y; k), YE V(T )}. In 
1981, Slater [11] introduced this one-parameter family of central sets and studied 
some of its properties. Note that M(T; 0) is the median of T (and branch weight 
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centroid, by Zelinka’s result [IS]) and that M(T; r(T)) is the center of T. SIater 
showed that for 0 < k 6 r(T >, M(T; k) consists of a single vertex or two adjacent 
vertices. This is no longer true for k in the range r( T ) + 1 < k 6 dia(T ); in particular. 
M(T;dia(T)) = V(T). 
For an edge {a, b) of T, let V,, denote the set (XE V(T ): d(x,a) d d(x, h)), and let 
Stab; k) = Vah n( V( T )\B(b; k)). Equivalently, VQh is the vertex set of the component of 
T\ab that contains a, and S(ah; k) consists of all vertices of V(T ) that are closer to 
a than to h and are at least distance k + 1 from b. The k-branch weight ofx, denoted 
h’(x; k) is the integer given by max { 1 S(yx; k)l: {y, x) E E( T )}, and the k-branch weight 
centroid of T, denoted W’(T; k), is the set {x~ V(T ): b’(x; k) d b’(y; k), ye V(T )). 
Note that W ‘(T; 0) is the ordinary branch weight centroid of T (and the median of 
T by Zelinka’s result [ 181) and W ‘(T; r( T )) is the center of T. Tn 1996, Zaw Win [ 171 
introduced this one-parameter family of central sets as the proper way to generalize 
the ordinary branch weight centroid so that Zelinka’s result holds when the k-nucleus 
is taken as the generalization of the median. That is, he showed that for 0 d k < r( T ), 
W ‘(T; k) = M(T; k). Consequently, for 0 d k < r(T ), W’(T; k) is a single vertex or 
two adjacent vertices. 
3. The k-ball branch weight centroid 
If x is a vertex of a tree T, the k-ball branch weight ofx, denoted h(x; k), is the integer 
max { 1 V(C)]: C a component of T\B(x; k)}, and the k-bull branch weight centroid of 
T, denoted W(T; k), is the set {XE V(T): h(x; k) < b(y; k), ye V(T)). Note that W(T; 
0) is the ordinary branch weight centroid of T (and the median of T by Zelinka’s 
result), and W(T;r(T )) is the center of T. In 1991, Reid [9] introduced this one- 
parameter family of central sets and showed that while W(T; 0) = M(T; 0) = W ‘( 7”‘; 
O)andW(T;r(T))=M(T;r(T))=W’(T;r(T)),itispossiblethatu{W(T;k):l < 
k ~~r(T)-Ijmayhavenovertexincommonwithu~M(T;k):l~k~r(T)-Ij 
(or, by Win’s result [17], withu {W’(T; k): 1 < k < r(T ) - l}). So, each of the 
setsu{W(T; k):O 6 kdr(T)}andu{M(T; k):O 6 k<r(T)) (whichisalsou{W’(T; 
k): 0 < k < r(T )} by Win’s result [17]) may contain vertices not in the other. Another 
one-parameter family of central sets, the k-centrum denoted C( T; k), where 1 < k d n, 
was introduced earlier in 1978 by Slater [lo], who showed that u-(C(T; k): 
1 < k < n> = u {M(T; k): 0 d k < r( T )>, among other things. The exact definition of 
C(T; k) is not needed in this paper. However, these facts then imply that each of the 
sets u { W( T; k): 0 < k < Y( T )} and u { C( T; k): 1 < k < n} may contain vertices not 
in the other. Slater [lo] showed that C(T; k) consists of a single vertex or two adjacent 
vertices for 1 < k < YE, and Reid [9] showed that W(T; k) consists of a single vertex or 
two adjacent vertices for 0 ,< k < r(T ). 
By adapting a new technique due to Graham, et al. [Z] for proving that the center 
and the branch weight centroid (which is the median) each consist of a single vertex or 
two adjacent vertices, we can give new, short proofs that W’(T; k) (which is equal to 
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M( T; k), by the remarks above) and W(T; k) each consist of a single vertex or two 
adjacent vertices when 0 < k < r(T ). 
Theorem 1. Let T be a tree, and let k be an integer, 0 6 k 6 r(T ). 
(a) The k-nucleus of T (which is also the k-branch weight centroid of T) consists of 
a single vertex or two adjacent vertices. 
(b) The k-ball branch weight centroid of T consists of a single vertex or two adjacent 
vertices. 
Proof. (a) The result is proved for the k-branch weight centroid of T, W’(T; k). For 
each vertex x of T find the edge {z, x} such that b’(x; k) = IS(zx: k)l, and orient that 
edge from x to z. As the number of vertices in T is one more than the number of edges, 
there is exactly one edge of T, say {u, v}, which receives two orientations. Observe that 
for any vertex x # u in VU,, b’(x; k) > b’(u; k), since the b’(u; k) vertices in S(UU; k) 
together with at least one more vertex are contained in S(wx; k) for some edge {x, w} 
where w E VU, (namely, take w to be the first vertex following x in the unique path from 
x to 24). Similarly, for any vertex y # v in V,,, b’(y; k) > b’(v; k). If b’(u; k) > b’(v; k), 
then u is the unique vertex in W’(T; k), and if b’(u; k) = b’(v; k), then W’(T; k) consists 
of the two adjacent vertices u and v. 
(b) For each vertex x of T find the first edge {z, x} on the path from x to the 
component C, of T\B(x: k) such that b(x; k) = IV(C,)l. Orient that edge from x to w. 
The rest of the proof proceeds as in the proof of part (a). 0 
Remark 2. The same technique can be used to prove that the k-centrum, C(T; k), 
consists of a single vertex or two adjacent vertices when 1 d k < n. 
Because of the similarities in the definitions of the k-branch weight centroid and 
the k-ball branch weight centroid, one might think that even though they can 
be distinct, they must be rather close to one another. However, this need not be the 
case. 
Theorem 3. For each integer k 3 0 there is a tree T so that the k-branch weight 
centroid and the k-ball branch weight centroid are distance k apart. 
Proof. Since W(T; 0) = W’(T, 0), the result holds for k = 0. Assume that k > 0. Let 
x denote the center of a 2k-path P with end-vertices z and y. Attach k new end-vertices 
to P at z, and attach 2k + 1 k-paths to P at y (i.e., one end of each of the k-paths is 
identified with y). The resulting tree T has 2k2 + 4k + 1 vertices and diameter 3k + 1 
and radius L(3k + 1)/2]. Let x1 and x2 be the vertices of T adjacent to x, where 
d(x,,y) = k + 1 and d(x,,y) = k - 1. Then b(xI; k) = 2 + k(2k + l), b(x; k) = k, and 
b(x2; k) = k + 1. Since W(T; k) contains one vertex or two adjacent vertices, the 
values of b(*; k) at x1, x, and x2 imply that W(T; k) = {x}. Also, let y, be the vertex 
adjacent to y, where d(x, y2) = k - 1, and let y, be one of the 2k + 1 vertices adjacent 
to y, where d(x, yl) = k + 1. Then b’(yI; k) = 2k + (k + 1) + k = 4k + 1, b’(y; k) = 2k, 
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and b’(y,; k) = 2k + 1. Since W’(T; k) contains one vertex or two adjacent vertices, 
the values of h’(*; k) at y,, y, and y2 imply that W’(T; k) = {y). Note that d(W(T; k), 
W’(T; k)) = d(x, y) = k, as required. 0 
4. The k-ball Z-path branch weight centroid 
Another way to describe b’(x;k) is that it is the largest number of vertices of 
T outside of B(x; k) that are reachable from x via an edge, i.e., a path of length one. 
This suggests a second parameter for consideration, namely, path lengths. A vertex y is 
reachablefrom a vertex x via a path P that has one end at x if the unique path from x to 
y contains the path P. For 0 d 1 d dia(T), let II(x; I) denote the set {P: P an l-path 
with one end at x>, and for P E II(x; E), let Bp(x; k) = /{YE V(T ): y is reachable from 
x via P} n (V(T)\B(x; k))l. That is, flP(x; k) is the number of vertices that are outside 
the k-ball about x and that are reachable from x via path P. The k-bull l-path brunch 
weight cfx, denoted ,!&(x; k) is the integer max{fiP(x; k): PE n(x; I)}, and the k-hall 
l-path brunch weight centroid of’ T, denoted B,(T; k) is the set {x: /3,(x; k) < ,!$(J; k), 
YE V(T )). 
Remark 4. For special values of k and 1 no new central sets are obtained. When 1 = 1, 
the k-ball l-path branch weight centroid of T is just the k-branch weight centroid 
which is also the k-nucleus. In particular, when k = 0 and I= 1, the O-ball l-path 
branch weight centroid of T is the (ordinary) branch weight centroid which is also the 
(ordinary) median. When I= k + 1, the k-ball (k + l)-path branch weight centroid of 
T is just the k-ball branch weight centroid. When k = r(T) and 0 d 1 < r(T) + 1, or 
when 0 d k d r(T) and I= r( T ) + 1, the r(T )-ball l-path branch weight centroid of 
T is the (ordinary) center. 
Theorem 5. Let T he a tree with radius r, diameter d, and center C. Fix j, j 2 1. 
(a) BI (T; r + j) = B(C; j), whenever 0 < 1 < r + 1 + j. 
(b) Q+l+j (T; k) = B(C;j), whenever 0 < k < r + j. 
(c) &(T; k) = V(T ), whenever k > r or 13 d + 1. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that 0 d 1 d r + 1 +,j. For every vertex x in B(C; j), fl((x; 
r +,j) = 0. Moreover, for each vertex y not in B(C; ,j), /3[(y; r +j) > 0. Thus, Bl(T; 
r + j) = B(C; j). 
(b) Suppose that 0 < k 6 r + j. For every vertex x in B(C; j), fi,+ 1 +j(X; k) = 0. 
Moreover, for each vertex y not in B(C; j), ,$.+ 1 +,j(y; k) > 0. Thus, B,+ 1 + i(T; k) = 
WC; j). 
(c) Since B(C; r) = V(T ), this part follows from parts (a) and (b). 0 
Remark 6. When 1 = 0 all sorts of things can occur. When k = 0 and I= 0, 
fio(x; 0) = (V(T )I - 1 for every vertex x in V(T ), so the O-ball O-path branch weight 
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centroid of T is V(T). When k = 1 and 1 = 0, /I&,(X; 1) = IV(T)/-1-deg(x) for every 
vertex x in V(T ), where deg(x) denotes the degree of x in T. Consequently, the l-ball 
O-path branch weight centroid of T consists of all vertices of maximum degree. When 
k > 2 and 1 = 0, construct a tree T with 2k + 7 vertices by attaching 2 new end- 
vertices to each end-vertex of a path of length 2k + 2. Let x denote the center of T, let 
y denote one of the two vertices adjacent to x, let z1 and z2 denote the two vertices at 
distance 2 from x so that z1 is adjacent to y, and let w denote the vertex at distance 
3 from x and adjacent to zr. Clearly, ,8&r; k) = /I0 (z2; k). Note that fi,, (x; k) = 6, &, (y; 
k) = 6, BO(ZG k) = 5, PO@; k) = 6, and that /&(u; k) > 7 for any vertex outside of 
B(x; 3). Thus, the k-ball O-path branch weight centroid of T consists of the two 
independent vertices z1 and z2 which do not have maximum degree. The next result 
explores the case 1= 0 further. 
Theorem 7. For every k 2 0 and for every tree T, there exists a tree W so that T is 
a subtree of W and BO( W; k) = V( T ). 
Proof. If k = 0, take W to be T. Recall that A(T ) = A denotes the maximum degree 
in T. So, assume that k > 0. Define a sequence of trees as follows: W,, = T, and for 
j > 0, Wj is obtained from Wj- 1 by attaching A-deg(x) endvertices to every vertex x of 
V(Wj- 1), where deg(x) denotes the degree of x in Wj-1. Note that every vertex 
of Wj has degree either A or 1. Also, since iV(Wj)l = IV(Wj_1)1 (A - 1) + 2, 
IV(Wj)l = ((A - ly’ (IV(T )I (A - 2) + 2) - 2)/(A - 2). By construction, Wi is a 
subtree of Wj for 0 d i d j. Take W to be the tree Wk. To see that Be (W; k) = V( T ), 
note that B,(W; k) = { XE V(W): (B(x; k)J > IB(y; k)l, for all YE V(W)}. Now, when- 
ever x is in V(T ), IB(x; k)] = 1 + {A/(A - 2)) {(A - l)k - l> since B(x: k) is a copy of 
the full A-ary tree with A + 1 levels, and whenever y is in V(W)\ V(T ), B(y; k) is 
merely a proper subtree of a copy of the full A-ary tree with A + 1 levels. So, (B(x; 
k)l > IB(y; k)l for all XE V(T) and for all YE V(W)\V(T ). And, &(W; k) = V(T ), as 
required. 0 
The remarks above make it quite clear that &(T; k) need not consist of a single 
vertex or two adjacent vertices. However, under certain conditions on k and 1 we can 
show that Bt(T; k) does indeed consist of a single vertex or two adjacent vertices. 
Theorem 8. For 0 d k d r(T ) and 0 < 1< r(T ) + 1, the k-ball l-path branch weight 
centroid of T consists of a single vertex or two adjacent vertices. 
Proof. By Remark 4 the result holds if k = r( T ) and 0 < 1 < r( T ) + 1 or if k d r (T ) 
and 1 = r(T ) + 1. So, assume that 0 < k d r(T ) - 1 and 0 < 1 < r(T ). In particular, 
this implies that j3,(x; k) > 0 for every vertex x in V(T ). For each vertex x of T find 
a path Q with one end at x such that /Il(x; k) = /?o(x; k), and orient the edge of 
Q incident with x, say {x, z}, from x to z. As the number of vertices in T is one more 
than the number of edges, there is exactly one edge of T, say (u, v>, which receives two 
orientations. Observe that an l-path P with one end at u for which /$(u; k) = pP(u; k) is 
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contained entirely in V,, since the edge {u, v} is oriented from u to u (the orientation 
from u to u is used later). So, for any vertex x # u in V,,, pl(x; k) > fil(u; k) since the 
bP(u; k) vertices reachable from u via P and outside B(u; k) together with at least one 
more vertex are contained in (y E V( T ): y is reachable from x via Q> n (V( T )\ B(x; k)) 
for some QE~(x; 1) (take Q to be the I-path that starts at x and is contained in the 
path made up of the path from x to u followed by P). Similarly, for any vertex y # v 
in V,,, /$(y; k) > pl(v; k). If &(v; k) > fi[(u; k), then u is the unique vertex in &(T; k), 
and if fll(v; k) = /I[(u; k), then BI(T; k) consists of the two adjacent vertices u 
and v. 0 
Remark 9. The proof of the previous result does not work when 1 = 0 as there is no 
well-defined edge to orient as is done in the proof. When 13 r(T) + 2, there are 
vertices which are ends of no path of length 1 in T, so the orientation process in the 
proof of the previous result can not be carried out. When k 3 r(T) + 1, while there 
may be l-paths starting at every vertex, there may be no “extra” vertex to carry out the 
justification of ,$(x; k) > /$(u; k) in the proof of the previous result. 
Remark 10. If 0 d k < r(T) and 0 < 1 6 k, then for every vertex x in V(T), 
jL(x; 1) > 0 and Pk(x; k) = jk(x; k - 1) - 1 = /$(x; k - 2) - 1 = ... = fik(x; 1) - 1 = 
fik(X; 0) - 1. so, &(T; k) = &(T; k - 1) = B,(T; k-2) = ... = &(T; 1) = &(T;O). 
These sets are also equal for k = r(T) by Remark 4. 
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